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Abstract 

Hypothesis 

The classical STD NMR protocol to monitor water interactions in gels is strongly dependent 

on gelator and solvent concentrations and does not report on the degree of structuration of 

the solvent at the particle/solvent interface. We hypothesised that, for suspensions of large 

gelator particles, solvent structuration could be characterised by STD NMR when taking into 

account the particle-to-solvent 1H-1H spin diffusion transfer using the 1D diffusion equation. 

 

Experiments 

We have carried out a systematic study on effect of gelator and solvent concentrations, and 

gelator surface charge, affecting the behaviour of the classical STD NMR build-up curves. To 

do so, we have characterised solvent interactions in dispersions of starch and cellulose-like 

particles prepared in deuterated water and alcohol/D2O mixtures.  

 

Findings 
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The Spin Diffusion Transfer Difference (SDTD) NMR protocol is independent of the gelator and 

solvent concentrations, hence allowing the estimation of the degree of solvent structuration 

within different particle networks. In addition, the simulation of SDTD build-up curves using 

the general one-dimensional diffusion equation allows the determination of minimum 

distances (r) and spin diffusion rates (D) at the particle/solvent interface. This novel NMR 

protocol can be readily extended to characterise the solvent(s) organisation in any type of 

colloidal systems constituted by large particles.  

 

Abbreviations: SDTD, Spin Diffusion Transfer Difference; NOE, Nuclear Overhauser Effect; 

erfc, complementary error function; OCNF, Oxidised Cellulose Nanofibrils   

Keywords: spin diffusion, saturation transfer difference NMR, hydrogel, solvation properties 

 

1. Introduction 

The phenomenon of spin diffusion can be generally described as the transfer of magnetisation 

through space via “flip-flop” mechanism.[1] Briefly, considering two dipolar coupled spin-1/2 

nuclei tumbling isotropically in solution, magnetisation exchange or cross-relaxation can (i) 

occur spontaneously when the αβ and βα energy levels have the same energy (equivalent 

spins) and, therefore, the mechanism of cross-relaxation is energy conserving (†ESI, Figure 

S1a),[2] and (ii) occur with low probability when the two spins are not equivalent (most 

common case) and, hence, the exchange of magnetisation is non-energy-conserving (†ESI, 

Figure S1b).[2] Both of these phenomena are the basis of the well-known Nuclear Overhauser 

Effect (NOE), a key building block in many solution NMR experiments. In other words, in 

liquids the cross-relaxation (i.e. NOE) induced by the molecular motion modulation of dipolar 

couplings is responsible for the transfer of magnetisation between spin pairs close in space 

(within ca. 5 Å). 

On the contrary, in solids the strong homonuclear dipolar couplings between abundant and 

spatially fixed spins (anisotropic samples) give rise to splitting (broadening) of the energy 

levels of the two-spin system, as each pair of inequivalent spins are dipolar coupled to many 

others. As a consequence, the increased number of equivalent αβ and βα states boosts the 

probability of energy-conserving magnetisation exchange (†ESI, Figure S1c).[2] This 

enhancement is generally called spin diffusion within the solid-state NMR community. This 
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solids-linked phenomenon is not related to molecular motion but to a coherent effect due to 

incomplete MAS averaging of the 1H-1H dipolar interactions.[3,4] For this reason, NOE-based 

solid-state NMR pulse sequences are often referred to as spin diffusion experiments because 

the dominant mechanism of magnetisation transfer in solids is spin diffusion. To avoid 

confusion, both definitions of spin diffusion are usually classified as coherent spin diffusion 

(solids) and incoherent spin diffusion (liquids). In semisolid samples (e.g. gels), both coherent 

and incoherent spin diffusion can play a role, although the contribution of coherent spin 

diffusion is expected to be much larger than the incoherent mechanism (reduced efficiency 

of magnetization transfer). In this work, when we use the term spin diffusion we will be 

referring to coherent spin diffusion. 

For macromolecules in solution undergoing Brownian motion, STD NMR relies on the selective 

saturation of receptor signals followed by intramolecular NOE between dipolar coupled 

protons. This leads to the transfer of saturation to the entire macromolecule and, 

subsequently, to the transfer of magnetisation to fast-exchanging binders by intermolecular 

NOE. However, for large systems such as the tens of nm to µm long particles constituting a 

gel, spin diffusion is boosted due to the presence of very strong 1H-1H dipolar couplings. 

Previous experiments on membrane proteins and plant cell walls (PCWs) demonstrated that 

the mechanism of spin diffusion is not limited to magnetisation exchange within and between 

large particles, but also applies to magnetisation transfer from the particles (e.g. PCW particle 

network, membrane protein) to the small mobile components (e.g. water, lipids).[5–8] Thus, 

spin-diffusion-based NMR methods such as the water polarisation transfer solid-state NMR 

experiment allows monitoring the 1H magnetisation transfer from a mobile to a rigid 

component via chemical exchange and spin diffusion (during a mixing time), followed by 13C 

detection via cross polarisation (CP).[5,6] By applying increasing mixing times, the build-up 

curve of the mobile-to-rigid magnetisation transfer is obtained. To fit the spin diffusion 

build-up curve several equations based on the diffusion equation have been proposed,[9,10] 

the 1D diffusion equation being the most commonly employed (Eq. 1; see †ESI for 

mathematical demonstration):  

        𝐼 = 𝐶 ∙ 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 ) !
"∙√%∙&

− 𝑏,              Eq. 1 

where I is the normalised intensity of the peak, the independent variable (t) is the square root 

of mixing time (in ms1/2), C is the proportionally constant of the fit, erfc is the complementary 
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error function, r is the minimum distance of the grid (in nm), D is the spin diffusion rate (in 

nm2/ms), and b is a mathematical parameter to centre the error function around 0. 

Importantly, while the slope of the curve is determined mainly by the diffusion rate D (the 

larger the value of D, the higher the slope), the lag phase is modulated by the grid spacing r; 

the greater the lag phase, the longer r is (Figure 1). The spin diffusion build-up curve is 

simulated by varying either the distance r or the spin diffusion rate D and maintaining the 

other parameter constant.[7] For this reason, when comparing different D values (different 

samples) derived from the fit to Eq. 1, they all must be fitted using the same r value, and vice 

versa. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the grid approximation of the spin diffusion model (right) and 

the influence of the parameters affecting the growth of the spin diffusion build-up curves (left).  

 

Gels are two-component colloidal dispersions in which a gelator (solid continuous phase) is 

dispersed within a solvent (liquid dispersed phase).[11–13] Gels are typically constituted by 

90-99 wt% of water and 1-10 wt% of solid particles of nm-to-µm size range.1,5 Covalent or 

non-covalent interactions support continuous 3D gel network, with high quantities of solvent 

entrapped by capillary forces and surface tension.3,4 In this heterogeneous system, the 

interplay of particle-particle and particle-solvent interactions defines the macroscopic 

properties of the material.[14–18] The role of the solvent is particularly difficult to 

characterise as different populations (e.g. free and bound) and microstructures (e.g. freezing 

and non-freezing) might coexist.[19] Also, protic solvents such as water can play the role of 

cross-linker of the particle network holding the gel structure (e.g. cellulose).[20] In a gel 

network constituted by charged particles (e.g. carboxymethylcellulose), the electric field 

around the ions can induce the water molecules constituting the ions hydration shells to 

rearrange into different structures.[21] Even though a direct correlation between changes in 
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the hydration shell of ions and gel swelling properties has not been reported, Peppas and 

co-workers observed a higher swelling ratio for copolymers with larger electrostatic 

repulsion.[22,23] 

Recently, we reported on the use of STD NMR (in solution) to monitor residually protonated 

water (HDO) binding to particulate dispersions, and provided a detailed comparison of the 

strengths of this methodology with respect to classical NMR relaxation approaches.[17] To do 

this, we used TEMPO-oxidised cellulose dispersions (OCNF) in D2O as model systems.[17] The 

preparation of hydrogels in D2O allowed us to minimise the contribution of chemical exchange 

to the apparent STD factor of water, hence providing a more accurate estimation of the 

population of network-bound water. In particular, an increase of the STD factor of HDO at a 

specific saturation time was observed upon heating a diluted dispersion of OCNF, thus 

reporting an increased population of bound water. These data correlated with the enhanced 

solid-like behaviour measured by rheology.[17] This approach is valid when comparing STD 

factors for the gels with the same HDO and gelator concentrations. However, when 

comparing different sets of hydrogels prepared in D2O, the final concentration of HDO 

depends on the chemical nature and concentration of the gelator and sample preparation 

(e.g. environmental humidity, sonication condition, etc.). Herein, we have extended the 

classical STD NMR analysis to monitor the structuration of water within different gels. We 

have carried out a systematic study on the experimental conditions affecting the apparent 

STD factor of the solvent in particulate dispersions. We have developed a novel STD NMR 

methodology, called Spin Diffusion Transfer Difference (SDTD), that is independent of gelator 

and solvent concentrations and can be accurately modelled using the classical 1D diffusion 

equation (Eq. 1). We demonstrate that the SDTD build-up curves (i.e. SDTD intensity vs square 

root of saturation time) enable the comparison of the degree of solvent structuration 

between different dispersions, hence allowing us to establish correlations between water 

structuration and the gel properties (e.g. stiffness). We show that the SDTD methodology can 

be applied to (i) the study of diluted dispersions (not possible by solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy) by solution NMR, and (ii) highly viscous gels using HR-MAS probes. As a proof 

of concept, we employed HR-MAS SDTD NMR to understand the role of the degree of 

structuration of cosolvents on the gelation properties of water/alcohol cellulose gels. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Sample preparation 

2.1.1. Gels prepared in D2O 

Dispersions of TEMPO-oxidised cellulose nanofibrils (OCNF), corn starch (CS) and 

enzymatically produced cellulose (EpC) at different concentrations were prepared in D2O. 

OCNF of a degree of oxidation of ~ 25%, produced from purified softwood fibre and processed 

via high pressure homogenization, was kindly provided by Croda. These were further purified 

by dialysis against ultra-pure water (DI water, 18.2 MO cm) and stirred at room temperature 

for 30 min. Then the dispersion was acidified to pH 3 using HCl solution and dialysed against 

ultra-pure water (cellulose dialysis tubing MWCO 12400) for 3 days with the DI water replaced 

twice daily. The dialysed OCNF suspension was processed via mechanical shear (ULTRA 

TURRAX, IKA T25 digital, 30 minutes at 6500 rpm) and the pH was adjusted to 7 using NaOH 

solution. This dispersion was further dialysed to remove any remaining salts and dispersed 

using a sonication probe (Ultrasonic Processor, FB-505, Fisher), via a series of 1 s on 1 s off 

pulses for a net time of 60 min at 30% amplitude in an ice bath, and subsequently 

freeze-dried.  

To prepare the OCNF dispersions for NMR investigation, OCNF powder and water were 

weighted to provide the desired weight concentrations of OCNF, and then probe sonicated 

for 30 min at 20% amplitude using pulses of 1 s on and 2 s off, using an ultrasonic processor 

vibracell VCX 130 sonicator. On the other hand, CS samples were first gelatinized in a boiling 

water bath for 30 minutes. The CS samples were sonicated for 2 min at 40% amplitude using 

1 s on - 2 s off pulses.  

For the H2O titration experiments, OCNF 1 wt% dispersions were prepared using MilliQ® 

water and D2O of 99.9 atom % D to achieve the desired H2O/D2O ratio (5:95, 10:90, 20:80 and 

30:70). For the variable gelator concentration experiments (OCNF and EpC at 0.5, 1 and 2 

wt%), the samples were prepared by dilution from the 2 wt% dispersions to avoid error 

propagation.  

 

2.1.2. OCNF 1 wt% cosolvent gels prepared in mixtures of D2O and alcohol-OD 

First, stock dispersions of OCNF 2 wt% were prepared by redispersing OCNF powder in D2O 

by probe sonication for 1 min at 30% amplitude using 1 s on 1 s off pulses, using an ULTRA 
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TURRAX, IKA T25 digital sonicator. Subsequently, all the gels were prepared by dilution of the 

OCNF 2wt% dispersions using the corresponding alcohol-OD and D2O weight concentrations. 

D2O (151882) and 2-propanol-OD (615080) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ethanol-OD 

and methanol-OD were purchased from Cambridge Isotopes Lab, Inc. 

 

2.2. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 

Solution state NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker Avance I spectrometer 

equipped with a 5 mm triple resonance probe operating at frequency of 499.69 MHz (1H). 

Saturation transfer difference (STD) NMR experiments of CS and OCNF dispersions were 

acquired at 298 K using a train of 50 ms Gaussian shaped pulses for selective saturation of the 

gelator particles, using an on-resonance frequency of 0 and -1 ppm for CS and OCNF 

dispersions, respectively, and an off-resonance frequency of 50 ppm. For the CS 15 wt% 

dispersion, saturation times ranging from 50 ms to 5 s were employed. For the experiments 

carried out on OCNF dispersions in water (i.e. H2O titrations and variable OCNF 

concentration), STD NMR experiments were performed using saturation times ranging from 

100 ms to 8 s. A constant time length per scan (saturation time + recycle delay) of 8 s was 

used. Depending on saturation time, STD NMR experiments were performed with 128 scans 

or less (with a minimum of 16 scans), in inverse relation to the saturation time, and 8 dummy 

scans. 

Variable concentration STD NMR experiments for EpC were carried out using a Bruker Avance 

II 800 MHz spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm inverse triple-resonance probe. The 

experiments were acquired at 298 K at saturation times ranging from 100 ms to 8 s, using a 

constant time length per scan (saturation time + recycle delay) of 8 s. The on- and 

off-resonance frequencies were set to -1 and 50 ppm, respectively. Depending on saturation 

time, STD NMR experiments were performed with 512 scans or less, in inverse relation to the 

saturation time, and 8 dummy scans. 

The D2O/alcohol-OD OCNF gels were characterised by high-resolution magic angle spinning 

(HR-MAS) using a solid-state Bruker Avance III spectrometer operating at a 1H frequency of 

400.22 MHz with a triple resonance HR-MAS probe (1H, 31P, 13C). All samples were spun at 6 

kHz. HR-MAS NMR was required for these samples due to large 1H peak broadening 

precluding enough resolution in the absence of magic angle spinning. The large spectral 

broadening of the D2O/alcohol-OD OCNF gels is due to their high viscosity leading to very 
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strong dipolar couplings, particularly for D2O/ethanol-OD and D2O/2-propanol-OD at high 

alcohol concentrations. To optimise the total experimental time for the acquisition of the STD 

NMR build-up curves for the 12 D2O/alcohol-OD OCNF gels, the experiments were acquired 

by selective irradiation (on-resonance) of the 1H peaks corresponding to OCNF surface 

domains (2.3-2.5 ppm) instead of core domains (ca. -1 ppm), and hence increasing the 

efficiency of the particle-to-solvent magnetisation transfer. A train of 50 ms Gaussian-shaped 

pulses were employed for saturation, with a field strength of 50 Hz.[24] STD NMR experiments 

using 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 s saturation times were carried out, using a total 

relaxation time of 8.1 s. The off-resonance frequency was set to 56 ppm.  

The STD spectra (ISTD) were obtained by subtracting the on- (Isat) to the off-resonance (I0) 

spectra. To determine the STD response or STD factor (ηSTD), the peak intensities in the 

difference spectrum (ISTD) were integrated relative to the peak intensities in the off-resonance 

spectrum (I0). The SDTD build-up curves were obtained by normalising all the STD factors 

against the highest value (usually corresponding to the longest saturation time).  

 

T1 and T2 relaxation experiments 
1H longitudinal relaxation times (T1) were measured using a standard inversion recovery pulse 

sequence with a recycle delay of 5 s. 64 points were acquired at variable delay time after the 

inversion pulse, ranging from 25 ms to 50 s for OCNF, and 25 ms to 100 s for EpC.  

The evolution of intensities of the HDO peak was fitted to the inversion-recovery 

monoexponential equation in TopSpin 4.1 

          𝑀'(𝜏) = 𝑀( 11 − 2𝑒
)* !

"#
+4               Eq. 2 

where 𝑀' is the z component of magnetisation, 𝑀(the equilibrium magnetisation (at 𝜏,), and 

𝜏 the variable delay time. The additional factor of two arises as the recovery starts from 

inverted magnetization.  

The Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) experiment was carried out to determine the 

transversal relaxation time (T2), using a recycle delay of 5 s. 64 points were acquired at 

variable spin echo period repetitions (40 μs per spin echo), so that the total evolution time 

ranged from 0.8 ms to 8 s. The relaxation of the HDO peak over the evolution time was fitted 

to the following monoexponential decay function  
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𝑀'(𝜏) = 𝑀( 1𝑒
)* !

"$
+4               Eq. 3 

where 𝜏 is the refocusing time. The data were analysed using TopSpin 4.1 software. 

The STD and SDTD graphs were generated using MATLAB. 

 

2.3. Simulation of the SDTD build-up curves 

To obtain a good fit of the SDTD buildup curve, it is essential to achieve a good sampling of 

both the lag phase and the plateau of the curve. To do so, using saturation times ranging from 

tens of milliseconds to 6-8 seconds is advised. The SDTD buildup curves were represented as 

a function of the square root of the saturation time and simulated in Matlab (Script 1) using 

Eq. 4. Here, the dependent variable is the normalized intensity of the NMR observable and 

the independent variable is the square root of the saturation time (in ms), r is the minimum 

distance of the grid (in nm), D is the spin diffusion rate (in nm2/ms) at the particle/solvent 

interface, erfc is the complementary error function, C is the proportionally constant of the fit, 

and b is a parameter to centre the function around x. Notably, the growth rate of the SDTD 

curve presents a proportional and inversely proportional relationship to the spin diffusion 

rate D and the minimum distance r, respectively, both related to the degree of solvent 

structuration within the gel network. Hence, faster spin diffusion rates D and shorter 

distances r reflect increased solvent structuration. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Experimental validation of the 1D diffusion model to simulate SDTD NMR data 

Particulate colloidal systems have been studied extensively by a combination of solution and 

solid-state NMR techniques.[6,17,25] For the investigation of internal dynamics and 

intermolecular interaction of particulate systems, solid-state NMR methods using polarization 

transfer and dipolar filtered pulse sequences are preferred and have been successfully 

employed to obtain topological information on the mode of interaction of membrane 

proteins to lipid bilayers, or the interactions of cellulose to matrix polysaccharides and water 

in plant cell walls.[5,6,26] 

For very high molecular weight particles, the strength of anisotropic homonuclear dipolar 

couplings is high and, hence, the spin diffusion is very efficient and the principal mechanism 

of magnetisation transport through space. In fact, for melts of entangled polymers of high 
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molecular weight the “flip-flop” mechanism was shown to be predominant.[27] A similar 

situation is usually encountered for high molecular weight particles such as virus 

capsids[28,29] and carbohydrate particles, which have been traditionally studied in the solid 

or gel state by spin diffusion solid-state NMR methods.[6,26,30,31] On these grounds, we 

hypothesised that the kinetics of spin diffusion of large particles dispersed in solution (i.e. of 

very slow rotational and translational diffusion) can be modelled by Eq. 1. 

The SDTD NMR method described in this work relies on the use of the 1D diffusion model (Eq. 

1) to describe the transfer of magnetisation via spin diffusion from the rigid gel particle 

network to the mobile solvent phase. To do so, the STD NMR data are first normalised against 

the maximum apparent STD factor determined experimentally (typically the STD intensity at 

the longest saturation time employed), and then plotted against the square root of saturation 

time (tsat
1/2). In addition, it is essential to sample the lag phase of the curve at very short 

saturation times to obtain a good fit of the SDTD equation. By substituting the I and t variables 

in Eq. 1 with the SDTD factor and saturation time (tsat), respectively, we obtain the SDTD curve 

(Eq. 4) as follows 

        𝑆𝐷𝑇𝐷 = 𝐶 ∙ 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 1 !
"∙-%∙&%&'

− 𝑏4               Eq. 4 

To experimentally validate that the interactions of a solvent with a particulate network can 

be modelled by Eq. 4, we monitored the evolution of the STD intensity with tsat for the HDO 

peak of two carbohydrate-based dispersions prepared in D2O; in particular, a liquid-like 

TEMPO-oxidised cellulose (OCNF) 1 wt% dispersion (previously characterised in detail by 

rheology, NMR and SAXS)[17,32] and a corn starch (CS) 15 wt% gel (Figure 2, †ESI Figure S2). 

To sample the lag phase of the SDTD build-up curve, a saturation time as short as 50 ms was 

used (Figure 2). On the other hand, 8 s saturation time was necessary to reach the plateau of 

the curve for the OCNF 1 wt % dispersion (5 s was sufficient for the CS 15 wt% gel, Figure 2). 

The HDO SDTD build-up curve was then fitted using Eq. 4 by keeping the grid spacing (r) 

constant to 2 Å, a value that has been reported for water-particle interfaces[8] (Figure 2). 

Also, the b parameter was kept constant and several values were tested to reach the best fit. 

In this regard, it should be noted that, as the parameter D is dependent on the b value used 

during the fit, only D values obtained from curve fits carried out using the same b can be 

compared. Thus, when comparing SDTD curves for which different b values provide the best 

fit, a compromise value must be chosen to determine D.  
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Comparison of the SDTD build-up curves of OCNF 1 wt% and CS 15 wt% shows faster spin 

diffusion growth at the CS-water interface (Figure 2, †ESI Table S1), indicating that, as 

expected, the degree of structuration of water is significantly higher in the viscous CS gel 

compared to the liquid-like OCNF dispersion.  

 
Figure 2. STD (left) and SDTD (right) build-up curves of the HDO peak for the OCNF 1 wt% dispersion 

(pale yellow) and corn starch (CS) 15 wt% gel (red) prepared in D2O. The mathematical fits to Eq. 4, 

using a fixed grid spacing (r) of 2 Å, are shown. A b value of 1 was used for both SDTD curves. 

 

3.2. The effect of solvent concentration on STD and SDTD build-up curves 

To investigate the effect of solvent concentration on the SDTD build-up curve, we carried out 

H2O titrations to OCNF 1 wt% dispersions prepared in D2O. Figure 3 shows the comparison of 

the STD vs SDTD build-up curves for HDO binding to OCNF particles for a broad range of water 

concentrations (below 0.1, 5, 10, 20 and 30 wt%). It is important to note that the STD factor 

is proportional to the fraction of ligand bound, i.e. the bound water (fWB) in OCNF dispersions. 

Hence, at increasing H2O concentration the fWB decreases and, therefore, the STD factor 

decreases, as shown in Figure 3 - left. Notably, when we applied the SDTD methodology to 

these data, the effect of HDO concentration on the observed STD values was cancelled out, 

obtaining overlapping curves for all the HDO concentrations sampled (Figure 3 – right, †ESI 

Table S2). It should be noted that the ability to compensate for differences in HDO 

concentration when comparing different gels is essential, due to the extreme difficulty of 

maintaining the concentration of HDO under precise experimental control. Indeed, the HDO 

concentration in gels depends on (i) the 2H purity of the batch of deuterated solvents used, 
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(ii) the relative humidity of the environment, and (iii) the solid content of the gel and the 

chemical structure of the gelator. The latter is particularly important for carbohydrate gels 

due to the high population of exchangeable protons in these materials.  

 

 
Figure 3. STD (left) and SDTD (right) build-up curves for HDO binding to OCNF 1 wt% dispersion 

acquired at different H2O/D2O ratios. The H2O concentrations used go from < 0.1 wt% (purple), 5 wt% 

(yellow), 10 wt% (red), 20 wt% (green) and 30 wt% (light blue). A b value of 1 was used.  

 

3.3. The effect of gelator concentration on STD and SDTD build-up curves: SDTD reports on 

changes in the degree of solvent structuration at the particle/solvent interface 

As was mentioned above, the STD factor is strongly dependent on the fraction of bound 

solvent, and this is dependent on the concentration of gelator (i.e. the number of gelator 

binding sites available for the solvent to bind). In this regard, at higher gelator concentrations 

the fraction of bound solvent increases and, thus, the STD factor increases (Figure 4, left). 

Hence, the strong dependence of the STD build-up curve of the solvent on the concentration 

of gelator precludes the observation of changes in solvent structuration when comparing 

different gels. On the contrary, the SDTD factors are independent of solvent and gelator 

concentrations, hence allowing to monitor water structuration within gel networks with 

different gelator density. In this manuscript, by solvent structuration we refer to (i) the 

increased residence time and/or (ii) the reduced relative mobility, on average, of the network 

of bound solvent at the particle-solvent interface. Both scenarios would lead to enhanced 

spin diffusion transfer efficiency due to the increased anisotropic dipolar interactions, being 

the solvent in fast exchange. 
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To prove the effect of gelator concentration on the solvent SDTD build-up curves, we applied 

this method to study dispersions of neutral and negatively charged cellulose-like particles at 

different concentrations. First, we monitored enzymatically produced cellodextrin (EpC), 

which forms neutral particle networks. STD NMR experiments showed an increase of the STD 

factors at higher EpC concentrations. On the contrary, the SDTD build-up curves showed a 

perfect overlap for the three EpC concentrations tested (Figure 4a, †ESI Table S3), indicating 

that (i) solvent structure is not affected by EpC concentration, and (ii) the differences 

observed in the STD build-up curve are strictly due to changes in the fraction of bound solvent. 

Interestingly, when we carried out the same experiments for OCNF dispersions, the increase 

of gelator concentration resulted in a faster growth of both STD and SDTD build-up curves 

(Figure. 4b, †ESI Table S4). The faster SDTD build-up at higher OCNF concentration (i.e. 

increased D while keeping r and b constant; †ESI Table S4) reflects the more efficient spin 

diffusion transfer at the water-particle interface. This demonstrate that water becomes more 

structured upon increasing OCNF concentration (Figure 4b).  

To interpret these results, it is key to consider the high density of negative charges present in 

OCNF (ca. 25 % of surface functionalisation), and the increased fibril-fibril overlap and 

association of Na+ ions onto the fibrils at increasing OCNF concentration.[17] Thus, the 

increased degree of structuration of water at higher OCNF concentration might be due to (i) 

the formation of denser networks of structured water that shield the increasingly repulsive 

interactions between carboxylate groups, (ii) the increased presence of Na+ ions onto the 

surface of OCNF fibrils leading to reduced fibril-fibril repulsion and, therefore, increased fibril-

fibril overlap and water confinement, and (iii) the  enhanced structuration of water around 

the Na+ ions bound to the fibrils. However, as Na+ is only present at stochiometric 

concentrations in our samples (very small compared to the HDO concentration), we expect a 

small contribution of the latter (point iii).  
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Figure 4. a) STD (left) and SDTD (right) build-up curves for HDO binding to EpC 0.5 wt% (light blue), 1 

wt% (green) and 2 wt% (red) gels; b) STD (left) and SDTD (right) build-up curves for HDO binding to 

OCNF 0.5 wt% (light blue), 1 wt% (green) and 2 wt% (red) gels. A b values of 1 and 2 were used to 

obtain the best fit for the EpC and OCNF SDTD curves, respectively.  

 

The determination of T1 and T2 relaxation times of HDO for the OCNF and EpC dispersions 

confirmed that the comparison of solvent relaxation times among different samples does not 

report consistently on differences in solvent structuration (†ESI Figure S3). Thus, HDO T2 times 

decreased for both the EpC and OCNF samples at higher gelator concentrations, while SDTD 

NMR showed differences in HDO structuration for the OCNF dispersions only (†ESI Figure S3). 

Further, T1 times decreased for the OCNF series and slightly increased for the EpC dispersions 

at the highest gelator concentration (†ESI Figure S3). Importantly, T1 times higher than 7.9 s 

were measured for all samples and the faster OCNF-to-HDO spin diffusion transfer rates (D) 

at higher OCNF concentrations correlated with reduced HDO T1 times. Hence, the 

determination of solvent structuration by SDTD NMR is not compromised by T1 relaxation for 

the samples investigated herein. 
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3.4. SDTD NMR characterisation of the role of cosolvents on the alcohol-induced gelation 

of OCNF hydrogels: a case study  

The alcohol-induced gelation of OCNF was recently investigated by rheology and SAXS.[33]  

Methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol (in order of decreasing hydrophilicity) were tested in their 

ability to induce OCNF gelation in mixtures with water. Alcohol hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity 

on its own did not explain the observed macroscopic properties. For example, methanol was 

able to induce gelation at the lowest concentration, followed by 2-propanol and ethanol. 

However, methanol and ethanol gels gave the weakest and stronger gels, respectively, at the 

point of gelation, while 2-propanol showed reduced stiffness compared to ethanol. With the 

exception of methanol gels, the analysis of SAXS data showed an increase in the cross-section 

of the OCNF nanofibrils above the gelation and phase separation concentrations.[33] The 

authors proposed that, having Na+ preference for water over ethanol and 2-propanol (similar 

solubility of NaCl in methanol and water), gel formation could be driven to some extent by 

the aggregation of OCNF fibrils due to the increased association of Na+ ions onto the surface 

of OCNF fibrils at higher ethanol and 2-propanol concentrations.[33] However, the difference 

in the solubility of NaCl in ethanol and methanol is not sufficiently large to explain the 

substantial differences of stiffness and fibril-fibril overlap in gels assembled in these alcohols 

(methanol gels are much weaker than ethanol gels), suggesting that other mechanisms must 

be involved. Thus, we hypothesised that water structuration must play an important role on 

gel properties. 

To assess our hypothesis, we studied a series of OCNF gels prepared in cosolvent mixtures of 

water(D2O) and low molecular weight alcohols. The D2O-exchanged alcohols methanol 

(MeOD), ethanol (EtOD) and 2-propanol (2PrOD) were studied at concentrations ranging from 

10 to 60 wt% (see Materials and Methods section). An OCNF concentration of 1 wt% was used 

for all gels, and a dispersion of OCNF 1 wt% prepared in D2O was used as control sample. 

Notably, the visual inspection of the SDTD curves clearly demonstrates the preferential 

binding of HDO to OCNF at all alcohol concentrations (much faster growth of the SDTD 

build-up curves of HDO compared to the alcohols; †ESI Figure S4). These results indicate that 

water constitutes the first solvation shell(s) of OCNF nanofibrils, while the alcohol component 

would only establish indirect interactions mediated by water. 

Aiming to monitor the degree of structuration of HDO before, during and after gelation (i.e. 

upon addition of increasing concentrations of alcohol), we calculated the spin diffusion rate 
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D of HDO for each water/alcohol gel (Figure 5a-c, †ESI Table S5-S7), and normalised it against 

the spin diffusion rate D0 of HDO for the control sample without alcohol (OCNF 1 wt% in D2O, 

Figure 2 - left). Thus, the D/D0 ratio of HDO was plotted as a function of alcohol content (Figure 

5d). Firstly, it should be noted the lower D/D0 values for the MeOD compared to the EtOD and 

2PrOD gels above the point of gelation. Also, MeOD gels showed a significant D/D0 decrease 

up to 30 wt% followed by an increase up to the D/D0 value of 1 (i.e. very similar to the control 

sample) at 60 wt% of MeOD (no syneresis observed at this concentration). This suggest a 

lower capacity of MeOD to induce water structuration in OCNF gels compared to EtOD and 

2PrOD, which correlates with previous SAXS studies showing that the cross-section and 

overlap of OCNF fibrils do not vary significantly with methanol concentration.[33] 

On the other hand, ethanol gels showed a continuous increase of D/D0 upon gelation (30 wt% 

of ethanol) and up to 60 wt% of alcohol content, while the D of ethanol was not affected 

significantly (Figure 5d, point of syneresis indicated with a star). This means that the degree 

of structuration of water within the gel network increases with ethanol concentration, which 

correlates to the ethanol-induced increase of the average OCNF fibril cross-section (i.e. 

increase of fibril-fibril overlap), whereas the structuration of ethanol is barely affected. This 

further confirms that ethanol does not interact directly with the OCNF network, but possibly 

forms microdomains similar to what was described before for the mechanism of 

alcohol-induced gelation of clays.[34] Regarding 2-propanol gels, a behaviour very similar to 

ethanol gels was observed above 30 wt% of 2-propanol, although no significant differences 

of D/D0 were observed for concentrations below 30 wt%. 

Our SDTD NMR approach highlights the essential role of water structuration on the gelation 

properties of OCNF gels prepared in water and low molecular weight alcohol mixtures. In 

particular, the higher stiffness of water/ethanol and water/2-propanol gels correlates with 

their best ability to form networks of highly structured water compared to water/methanol 

gels, most likely due to the increased water confinement within the denser OCNF particle 

network (increased OCNF particle cross-section).[33] On the other hand, ethanol and 

2-propanol could organise into microdomains due to the more favourable water-water and 

alcohol-alcohol compared to water-alcohol interactions. Notably, a similar mechanism was 

proposed for the alcohol-induced gelation of clays, where the clay particles were also in the 

sodium-salt form.[34] Overall, the SDTD NMR method has provided important new insights 

on the molecular features governing the mechanism of gelation and macroscopic properties 
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of ONCF water/alcohol gels. We demonstrate that, besides fibril-fibril overlap and NaCl 

solubility in the alcohols, the degree of water structuration also plays a critical role on gel 

properties. 

 

 
Figure 5. SDTD NMR build-up curves of the HDO peak in OCNF 1 wt% gels prepared in D2O/MeOD (a) 

D2O/EtOD (b) and D2O/2PrOD (c) cosolvent mixtures. The SDTD curve for the control sample (OCNF 

1 wt% in 100% D2O, 0% alcohol), is shown in orange. The SDTD curves for the D2O/alcohol-OD gels are 

shown in black (10 wt% of alcohol-OD), red (30 wt% of alcohol-OD), green (50 wt% of alcohol-OD), and 

blue (60 wt% of alcohol-OD). A b value of 2 was used for all curves. (d) Plot showing the evolution of 

the normalised spin diffusion rate (D/D0) of HDO binding to OCNF 1 wt% containing different 

concentrations of MeOD, EtOD and 2PrOD. D0 represents the value of D of HDO calculated in the 

absence of alcohol (OCNF 1 wt% in D2O, control sample). The D value of HDO in each water-alcohol 

gel sample was obtained from the fit of the SDTD build-up curves shown in (a), (b) and (c). The ranges 

of alcohol concentrations leading to gelation are shown as cyan areas. The concentration (ca. 60 wt%) 

at which phase separation occurs for ethanol and 2-propanol gels is indicated with a star. 
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4. Conclusions 

The NMR investigation of the structure and dynamics of solvents have traditionally relied on 

the determination of 1H T1 and T2 relaxation times.[35,36] However, while T1 relaxation times 

can be ambiguous (high T1 times might indicate either very fast or very slow dynamics), T2 

relaxation is strongly affected by the kinetics of chemical exchange, obscuring the effect of 

molecular motion and, therefore, hindering the characterisation of solvent structuration. In 

addition, T1 and T2 relaxation measurements do not allow for the direct observation of free 

and bound populations for fast-exchanging solvents, providing average values over the total 

number of solvent molecules instead (Table 1). This precludes the unambiguous comparision 

of solvation properties among different gel preparations. On the other hand, Pulsed Gradient 

Spin-Echo (PGSE) NMR experiments[37] have been applied to the determination of the 

molecular self-diffusion coefficient of solvents, important to characterise the dynamics of 

solvent exchange or mesh swelling and deswelling processes,[38] among others; however, 

PGSE does not allow for the direct observation of the spin diffusion transfer at the 

particle/solvent interface (Table 1). Beyond the NMR field, x-ray and neutron diffraction 

techniques have been applied to the study of solvent dynamics;[19,39] nonetheless, these 

techniques also lack interfacial resolution and require the singular equipment and expertise 

available at national facilities only.[19] 

Following previous appications of the classical STD NMR approach for the monitorisation of  

solvent and small ligand interactions to dispersions of particulate networks,[17,40,41] we 

have notably extended the applicability of this ligand-observed NMR technique to overcome 

the limitations of the classical approach; this is, (i) STD NMR reports on the fraction of bound 

solvent but does not inform on water structuration, and (ii) STD intensities are strongly 

dependent on solvent and gelator concentrations, hence precluding the comparison of 

solvation properties between diffent colloidal dispersions (Table 1). We have validated our 

initial hypothesis stating that, under conditions of negligible translational diffusion of the 

receptor molecule within the NMR time scale (i.e. for large particles), (i) the 

particle-to-solvent spin diffusion transfer can be monitored by performing STD NMR 

experiments at varying saturation times followed by normalisation against the maximum STD 

intensity registered at long saturation times, which yields the SDTD build-up curve, (ii) the 

SDTD curves can be modelled using the general 1D diffusion equation (Figure 2) and are 
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exclusively dependent on the minimum receptor-to-solvent distance (r) and the 

receptor-to-solvent spin diffusion rate (D) at the particle/solvent interface (Eq. 4), and (iii) 

only changes in solvent structuration can give rise to different D values (e.g different types of 

particle networks or different concentrations of surface charged gelator leading to 

rearrangements of the gel netowrk; Figure 6).  

To our knowledge, the SDTD NMR protocol described herein constitutes the first 

ligand-observed solution NMR method allowing the quantitative characterisation of the 

degree of solvent(s) structuration at the particle/solvent interface (e.g. related to the size of 

structured solvent networks or number of solvation shells). Notably, it presents an important 

advantage over solid-state NMR experiments[5,6] based on the same spin diffusion principles 

such as the water polarization transfer (WPT) NMR experiment; thus, while the SDTD 

approach relies on monitoring the well-resolved solvent peaks by solution or HR-MAS NMR, 

WPT monitors the broad or frequently invisible particle peak, requires the more specialised 

solid-state NMR setup (Table 1), and relies on the cross-polarisation efficiency and the 

observation of low abundant nuclei. Further, SDTD NMR allows for the study of diluted 

dispersions, not possible by WPT solidstate NMR experiments, as well as highly viscous gels 

using an HR-MAS probe.   

 

Table 1. Comparison of the different NMR techniques that have been employed to 

characterise solvent properties. Y: yes; N: no. The SDTD protocol stands out by its simplicity, 

independence on solvent and gelator concentrations, interfacial and ligand-observed nature 

and dependence on water structuration at the particle/solvent interface. 

 Relaxation 
NMR 

PGSE 
NMR 

WPT CP  
(solid-state 

NMR) 

STD SDTD 

Depends on solvent 
concentration Y Y N Y N 

Depends on gelator 
concentration Y Y N Y N 

Direct observation of 
bound solvent N N Y Y Y 

Reports on solvent 
structuration N N Y N Y 

Direct observation of the 
gelator/solvent interface N N Y Y Y 
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Solvent-observed 
technique Y Y N Y Y 

Accessibility and ease of 
use High Medium Low High High 

 

Further, the application of the SDTD protocol to OCNF-water/alcohol gels previously 

characterised by scattering and rheological approaches enabled the understanding of the role 

the cosolvents on the macroscopic properties of these materials. The SDTD build-up curves 

demonstrated that (i) water binds preferentially to OCNF over any of the three alcohols tested 

(methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol), and (ii) the degree of water structuration increases with 

alcohol concentration for the water/ethanol and water/2-propanol gels. This effect correlates 

to the much higher gel strength of water/ethanol and water/2-propanol gels compared to 

methanol gels. [33] 

We have demonstrated that the applicability of STD NMR can be extended beyond its 

traditional boundaries for very high molecular weight receptors such as carbohydrate 

particles. The novel SDTD approach will provide the community of scientists dealing with 

colloids and interfaces with a straightforward, fast and robust ligand-observed NMR 

technique to quantitatively characterise role of solvent(s) organisation on the mechanisms of 

gelation and the macroscopic properties of a wide range of colloidal particulate materials. 

Further, we believe that future applications of the SDTD method to the evaluation and 

classification of organ/tissue integrity and stability present might benefit the biological and 

clinical areas. 
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Figure 6. Summary of the main findings reported in this article. The effect of solvent (a) and gelator 

concentration, for neutral (b, EpC) and charged (c, OCNF) gelators, on the SDTD build-up curves and 

the degree of structuration of water within the gel network is shown.  
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